Northampton SC Interactive Session Planner ™
Team

U11's

Session Theme 9v9: Attacking at Speed
ACTIVITY 1

Week

3

Warm Up

Date
TIME

9/21/18

10

ORGANIZATION

Click to insert session diagram

Shadow game.
Everyone has one pair. They line up opposite each other on a line and in-between
two cones. One partner must try and lose their "shadow" moving between two cones
moving different directions to deceive their partner.
Partner has to try and follow their partner which ever direction they go in.

PROGRESSIONS
makes distance between cones bigger/
shorter.
increase/decrease number of seconds.
ACTIVITY 2

COACHING POINTS
Knees bent
On their toes
low center of gravity
TIME

Topic Related Activity

20

ORGANIZATION

Click to insert session diagram

1v1 dominate.
Players split into pairs. One of the pairs start with the ball. The other pair is standing
opposite. Whoever has the ball must try and dibble through one of the gates to either
side. The defending player must not come across the imaginary line between the two
gates. They can only try and intercept through the two gates. The ball carrier must
show agility and skill to deceive the defender. Players work for 45-90 seconds.
PROGRESSIONS
After a couple of practice goes with their
partner, introduce winner moves up loser
move down.
Make gates smaller

COACHING POINTS
Change of speed
Change of direction
try and deceive opponent rather than
out run.

ACTIVITY 3

Topic Related Activity
TIME
20
ORGANIZATION
Blues start with the ball and play a fast pass to the yellows and then press 1v1
Yellows must receive with a positive first touch and then attack 1v1.
Must try and dribble through one of the two gates to the side.
Try to avoid long lines of players around 4-5 max. f needed make tow areas.
Click to insert session diagram

PROGRESSIONS
make it 2v2
make space bigger if struggling
Make goals bigger/smaller
add a time limit.

ACTIVITY 4

Games

COACHING POINTS
Show disguise. skill moves, change of
direction, get the defender off balance.
Show obvious do the opposite,
TIME

20

ORGANIZATION
SSG. both equal number of players, but instead of goals incorporate end zones into
your field. to score a goal players have to dribble into the end zone and stop the ball
to score a goal.
Click to insert session diagram

COACHING POINTS
PROGRESSIONS
pair players against one person from other Attack the free space.
team, they are only allowed to tackle that Change of speed
player.
Change of direction
try and deceive opponent rather than
out run.
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